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The Second Oswald: The Case for a Conspiracy Theory 
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In noe of Victor Serge. last works, The 

Caw of Comrade Tsilayel . written over 

fifteen years ago, the Russian equiva-

lent of the Oswald story Is net forth. 

An alienated young man, unhappy with 

the many aspects of his life in the So-

stet Union—the food, his room, his 

job. etc.—acquires a gun, and man-

ages to shoot Commissar 'ratans one 

night when he b getting out of a car. 

An extensive investigatioo sere In. fol-

lowed by an extensive purge. Millions 

of people are arrested and made to con-

fess to hang part of a vast conspiracy 

against the government_ The actual as-

sassin is. of course, never suspected, 

since no one can imagine him as a con-

spirator. He continues to lend his alien-

ated unhappy life, while the govern-

ment uncovers the great plot. 

In contrast, when John F. Kennedy 

was assassinated, a solution emerged 

within hours: one lonely alienated man 

had done the deed all hr himself. The 

investigation by the Dallas Police and 

the rat then proceeded to buttress OM 

slew. and to accumulate all sorts of de- 

tails about the lone assassin, some tabs 

(like the murder Inapt. some trivial 

(Vac his easly school records). some 

auggruive (like the bag he carnal into 

the Soak Depository). some convincing 

1 (like the presence of his rifle and the 

three shells). From its origins In Del-

la,  on the night of November 21, 1963, 

the career of the theory of a tingle con-

apiratok indicates that this was the wet 

of explanation most congenial to the in-

vestigators and the public (although the 

avenge investigation of Joe Molina, a 

clerk in tha Book Depository, from 2 

a.m. November 23 until the end of that 

day, mainly for his activities in a slight-

ly left.win,g veterans' organization, mag-

enta a conspiratorial interpretation was 

then under consideration). 

Tat WA RAIN COSI MISSION, after 

many month' of supposed labor and 

search, came out with an amiclimatic 

conclusion, practically the some as that 

reached by the vat in its report of Do-

comber 9, 1963. except for details as to 

hew it happened. The Commission, 

clothed in the imposing dignity of its 

august members, declared its conviction 

that one lone alienated assassin. Lee Har-

vey Oswald, had indeed carried out the 

crime. 
The ready acceptance of this by then 

expected finding by the press and the 

public—mega for a few entim—sug- 

geso that the American public got the 

kind of explanation it wanted. and per-

haps deserved. For Limos: everyone 

the points that suggested a coropirasorial 

explanation were either disposed of by 

the -careful"  work of the Warren com-

mission and the rat, or by a faith that 

had grown up about the Report. Some 

Nth 21. 1966  

Macdonald pointed out, if the critics of 

the Report and of the evidence in the 

twenty-six volumes supposedly supporting 

it managed to reveal how tendentious, 

ooe.sided, and inadequate some of the 

solutions were, the ultimate faith of the 

public rested on the Integrity of Justice 

Warren and his fellow commissioners. 

the capabilities of the ea: and of the 

l

i Commission lawyers. It was )cur too im-

plausible that such irreproachable talent 

could hear doctored the case, or have 

come to the wrong conclusion. 

Serge's Russia could only see an assas-

sination as pert of a grand conspiracy, 

The western European critics can only 

see Kennedy's assassination as part of 

a subtle COOS pifary, involving perhaps 

some of the Dallas Police, the PRI, the 

right-wing lunatic fringe in Dallas.. or 

perhaps even (in rumors I have often 

heard) Kennedy's successor. Thomas 

Buchanan. in his otherwise farfetched 

work, Who Killed Kennedv 2, shows that 

it is part of the American tradition a-

ways to regard Presidential assassination 

as the work of one lope nut. no matter 

how much evidence there may be to the 

contrary. There seems to Miss been an 

overwhelming national need to interpret 

Kennedy's demise in this way, and thus 

the irresistible premise of the investiga-

tors, almost from the outset, was that Os-

wald did it all. all by himself to Rub. 

was believed to have done it all, all by 

himself). COngresman Ford's book, Par-

frail of tut Assassin. is a valiant and not  

entirely unsuccessful effort to make the 

thesis psychologically plausible by con-

structing an Oswald in turmoil looking 

for his moment of glom Representative 

Ford also goes to fat as to blame the 

conspiracy theories on one lone woman, 

Mrs. Marguerite Oswald, and to act as 

if there were no reason whatever, cave 

for the alienated confused mind of Mrs. 

Oswald, Senior, ever to doubt that one 

lone assassin thesis. 

HOWEVra, THE ''oericut: THEORY 

was in many ways implausible. It involv-

ed a fantastic amount of luck. If the sat 

and Warren Commission reconstructions 

were correct, Oswald had to get the ri-

fle into the budding without attracting 

attention. Only two people saw him with 

a long package, and none SAW him with 

it or the rifle in the building. He had to 

find a place from which he could shoot 

unobserved. The place, according to the 

'official theory." was observed until just 

a few minutes before the shooting. He 

had to fire a cheap rifle with a distorted 

sight, old ammunition, at r moving tar-

get In minimal time, and shoot with ex-

traordinary accuracy (three bits in three 

shots, In 5.6 seconds, according to the 

i.e.; two hita in three shots in 5.6 sec-

nods, according to the Commission). 11 

the "official theory" of the Commission 

is right, Oswald had no access to the 

rifle tram mid-September until the night 

before the assassination, and had no op-

ponunity whatsoever to practice far at 

least two months. Having achieved such 

amazing success with hi. three shots. Os-

wald then was somehow able to leave 

the scene of the crime casually and un-

detected, go home, and escape. Bin for 

the inexplicable (according to the "of-

ficial theory"I Tippit episode. Oswald 

might have been able to disappear. In 

fact, he did co after that episode, and 

only attracted attention again became 

he dashed into a movie theater without 

Paying. 
The critics have argued that the Com-

mission's case against Oswald, if it had 

ever been taken to court, would have 

collapsed for lack of legal evidence. 

A legal case would have been weakened 

by Moony police work (e.g., the failure 

to check whether Clawalel's gun had bat 

used that day), confused and contradic- 

tory reports by witnesses mg.. the miw 

taken identification of Oswald by the 

bus driver), and questionable recon-

structions by the Commission (e.g., test-

ing the accuracy of the rifle with sia-

tiOnary targets). The Report (against 

the better judgment of at least two of 

the Commission's staff, Lichelor and 

Ball) had to rely on some of the shaki-

est witnesses, like Brennan and Mn. 

Markham. It also had to impeach some 

of its bell, like Wesley Frazier. 

Thc attics were still dismissed. This 

was nos I suspect, simply because it was 

more difficult to believe that she Com-

missMn. its staff, and the tel could be 

in error than it was to accept a counter-

explanation, as Dwight Macdonald con-

tended 

 

 in Esquire. It was also because 

the critic, had no counteraheors that 

111 was better than science fiction. no ex-

planation less implausible than that of 

the Report. 

T. 1100R5 	ansiasitao move 

the discussion to • new level. Harold 

Weisberg's noisy. tendentious R hilewash 

(which. for some good and prohably 

many had editorial reasons. no publish-

er would touchy is nevertheless the Brat 

critical study based on a close analysis 

of the twenty-six volumes themselves. 

Edward Jay Epstein'. inquest a re-

markably effective book, prevents start-

ling new data about the Internal work-

ings of the Commission. In addition. two 

recent anichea by Vincent Salandria in 

The Afinoriry of One and those by Fred 

Cook in The Nation raise important 

questions. This material suggests not that 

the "official theory" W. implausible, or 

improbable. or that it is not legally con-

vincing, but that by reasonable stand-

ards accepted by thoughtful men. It is 

impossible, and that data collected by 

the FRI and the Commission show this 

to be the care. 

Before these writings appeared, there 

were already strong reasons for doubt-

ing that Oswald did the shooting alone, 

or at all, The majority of eye- and ear-

witnesses who had clear opinions as to 

the origins of the shoo thought the first 

shot was from the knoll or the overpass 

(told these witnesses included such ex-

perienced bands as Sheriff Decker. the 

sheriff's men standing on Houston 

Street, diagonally across from the Book 

Depository, Secret Service Agent Sot,  

eels, and many others). Ali of the Com-

mission's obfuscation notwithstanding. 

Oswald was a poor shot and his rifle was 

inaccurate. Experts could not duplicate 

the alleged feat of two bits out of three 

shots in 5.6 seconds. even though they 

were given stationary targets and ample 

time to aim the first shot, and hail pas-

ha/1y corrected the inaccuracy of the 

sight for the test No reliable witness 

could identify Oswald its the marksman. 

No one saw him at the alleged scene of 

the crime, except Brennan. who did not 

identify him later on in a line-up. Hard-

ly enough time was available for Oswald 

to hide the rifle and descend to the sec-

ond loos, where he was seen by police-

man Baker No one saw or beard Os-

wald descend. And a paraffin test taken 

later that day thawed positive results 

for nitrates on Oswald's hands, bill 

Li 

fixture 
by Edward /ay Epstein 

Viking,. 224 pp.. 55.00 

Whitewash 

by Harold Weisberg. 

Harold Weisberg (Hyettatown. Md.), 

209 pp.. $4.95 (paper) 

Richard H. Poplin 

of the early critical questions suggesting 

a conspinuonal explanation framed by 

Buchanan. Ionian, Sausage, Bertrand 

Russell Trevor-Roper, etc.) were shown - 

to be based on misinformation or mis-

understandings, the result mainly of 

what the Dallas Police had said, or what 

had appeared in newspaper accounts 

and interviews. Other questions, based 

on the Report itself and what it failed 

to resolve (raised by Leo Seaver, Sa-

landria, Sylvan FM, M.), were swept 

aside by faith—faith, first of all, that 

these matters must have been settled by 

the mass of data in the twenty-six sup-

plemental,. volumes of testimony. deposi-

tions, and documents. The twenty-Inc 

volumes seemed to be so imposing, and 

were, in fact. so impenetrable, that they 

resolsed all doubts. Finally, as Dwight 
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lions, and affidavits; eleven really hot. 

ky ones (around 900 pages apiece) con-
tain documents and exhibit.. The raw 

'Vell appear in volumes XVI-XXVI. The 
documents are not properly indexed or 
identified. There it an index of wit-
noses who testified, of the names of 
documents (e.g.. Shaneyfelt 6, Commts-
sten Exhibit 1215) end where they are 

' introduced in the testimony land vol-
lames Y.XII-XXVI contain material not 
introduced, including same of the most 
impatient Taw data). The tables of 
contents are often not very helpful in 
finding things. And no index is given for 
the contents of the documents.' Too of-
ten the documents are reproduced poor-
ly, sometimes illegibly, sometimes in-
completely, sometimes redundantly. There 
is a bewildering collection of junk, as 

well as the most thorough kind of re-
search of some points, sad a great many 

Vary to actually clean Moodor lime 
loff of the huller (1:428-29). 

W Her OTHER rosmeterre Is Thant? 

The Commission never seems to have 
considered the possibility that the bullet 
was planted. Yet in view of evidence 
concerning No. 399 it is sn entirely rea-
sonable hypothesis that the bullet had 
never been in' a human body, and 

• could have been placed on one of 
the stretchers. If this possibility had 
been considered, then the Commission 
might have realized that some of the 
evidence might be "fake" and could 
have been deliberately faked. Bullet 
No. 399 plays a most important role in 
the case, since it firmly link, Oswald's 
rifle with the assassination. At the time 
when the planting could have been 
June, it was not known if any other 
hallistics evidence survived the shoot- 

discrepancies that are never explained 
or accounted for. Havia been through 
the twenty-ux volumes  twice, I think 
enough discrepancies exist to provide the 
bare bones of a counter-theory haled on 
lice sort of materials: first, evidence that 
some of the "official evidence" is not 
what it seems to be; and second, un- 

1 explained evidence suggesting that 
'some sort of conspiracy involving or 
(elating to Oswald existed as far hack 
as Oswald's departure for Mexico. and 

as intensified from early November 

iunta at least November 22. 
That something more was going on 

than the Commission believed is, I think, 
indicated by two crucial pieces 

of evidenne. bullet No. 399 and the 

brown paper bag. Bullet No. 399 is dis-
tinctly odd and 11111.151111.1. If it cannot hove 
done the damage that occurred to Con-
nally, what is it? It may have come from 

Kennedy's body tit the Fat's report of 
what the doctors• originally thought is 
true) Hus it has no signs even of that. 

The PSI expert said, it wasn't neon. 

t It rushed through its work. The Coen. 

mission.' and most 01 the stall were 

busy men who had insufficient time to 

devote to their task. The Commission 

had no investigative staff of its own, 

and a few overworked lawyers in a 

very short time had to interview and 

check hundreds of witnesses The Corn-

mtssion was inundated with so many 
rat reports that no one person had 

time to mister 'hens all. The pressure 

for a quick report made careful delib-

eration of the problems and issues al-

most Impossible. Finally. the Report 

Was written and rewritten and rewrit-

ten in haste, with evidence marshalled, 

in a onrstded manlier. to make a law-

yer's brief tar the "official" theory. 

Then one stall member, Liebeler. wrote 

a twenty-six-me critique, showing 

many of the holes in this case, holes 

that would have even a lawyer for the 
defense a field day. and that hare been 
the feeding ground for the critics. 

Epstein. account no longer allows 
elk,  he high reputation of the Commission-

, rs to make up for the deficiencies of 
he Report. After Epstein it will be 
and to betieve the Commission served 
he public well. Instead of ending all 
he rumors, they set the Slags for a 

new. and more seriouls. era of specula-
, ions. They have damaged confidence 

n themselves and in any public body 
hat might undertake to examine facts 
nd possibilities about the death of 

President Kennedy. 
But the critics have Olt failed to set 

forth evidence for a counter-theory in 
z, u systematic way. (Welshers does so 

only sporadically) "Of course the 'single 
ballet' theory is ..... " The Nem Fork 

Times review 0 ,..tit19) elk stated 

on July 3, "bin no other explanation 
makes any sense." if we are 10 give up 
the official esplenation, what can we 
pin in its plane? A two-assassIn the-
ory? A conspiracy? If so, what did 
happen? What role did Oswald play? 
How can the hard facts be accounted 
for? As Knehel quotes Allen Dulles, 
"If they've found another assassin, let 
them name names and produce their 
evidence." 

Unfortunately one has only the oven-
ry-sie volumes of data to work with. 
cod most  of this was collected either 

In reference to the theory that Oswald 
was the lone assassin, or to bonzes] 
this theory. Clues that might help spec-
Weilon are dew and far between. For 
instance, there are indications in the 
materials supplied by the Dallas police 

that other suspects were arrested on No-

vember :2, 1963, but except for Molina, 
who wee not involved, they are never 
identified, We learn that shanty before 
the assassination someone had an epi-
leptic fit in front of the Book Deposi-
tory, and that this caused much confu-
sion and commotion. Right after the 
shooting. the Dallas Police rushed 

someone over to Parkland Hospital to 
find out 'shout this. But we don't learn 
whether it was n diversion or.a genu-
ine illness, whether it was signifteaet 
or a coincidence 117:465, 22:599 and 
Nil ). A postage-due parcel arrived for ..1' 

the Oswald: itt Irving on November 20 s 
or 21, bin we never find out what It is,.,.;  

and If it is a clue (23;4201, 	 •••• 
t• 

A T TUE PalstritT STAGE, any counter-

espfanation has to rest almost entirely 
on the material available in the twenty-

six volumes and these are extremely 
difficult ro work with. Fifteen of the 
volumes consist of testimony, deposi- 

ins. But, certainly, the .orishoe 
definitely traceable to Oswald's Cor-
ea., would have started a chase for 
and pursuit of Oswald if nothing else 
had, and would have made him 
a prime suspect. 

Another piece of evidence that seems 
in he something different from what 
the Commission supposed is the brown 
paper bag found on the sixth floor of 
the Book Depository. This is the bag 
;het, according to the Commission, was 
made by Oswald on the night of No. 
sember 21.22 at Irvine, and used by 
him to bring the rifle into the Book 
Depository. As Weisberg neatly shows 

pp. 15-23), there arc prob-

lems with on the information about the 
bag. First of all, both Marina Oswald 
and Wesley Frazier (who drove Os-

weld to Irving) report that he bad noth-
ing with him on the evening of the 

21st 124:406 and Marina's interview on 

November 23). The Commission was 

sufficiently worried on this point to re- 

call 'Frazier and to ask him it al some 

earlier time Oswald had paper with 

him. to which he answered. "No." 

t7:531). 

Next. the Only two people who  

ever now the bag, Frazier and his vi.. 
ter. described a hag around 27.28 inch-
es, whereas the found bag is 38 inches 
long. Both Frazier and his Bluer de-

scribed it by referring to its position 
when Oswald carried It, ils appearance, 
and where it was located in the car; 
all these gene results of around Z7 
inches, The longest part of Oswald's 
rifle, when disassembled, is 34.8  inch- 
es.) Oswald is described as first car-
rying the tug with his arm down. and 
not dragging it on the ground; later he 
is said to bane carried it cupped in 
his hand. and tucked in his armpit. 
Both descriptions are applicable only 
to a bag approximately 27 inches long. 
flf Ossvahl, who was five foot nine. Kid 
carried a 3a-inch bag cupped in his 
hand, it'svesuld have extended above his 
shoulder to ear level. a length that Fra-
zier might hove been expected to remem-

ber.) Despite serious efforts to get Fra-
zier and his sister to change their esti-
mate of the bag's size, they stood fast; 
and when one of them made a bag for 
the CW111'64,000 that was supposed to ap-
proximate the original, it turned out to 
be shout 77 Inches long (24:408). The 
Commission nonetheless decided Fraz-
ier and his sister were correct about 
seeing Oswald with the bag, but incor-
rect in their description of it, 

A further fact is that on the night of 
the 22nd, when Frazier first described 
the hag and estimated its size labour 
2 feet), he was given a lie detector test 

which showed "conclusively that Wesley 

Frazier vas truthful, and the facts 
slated by Frazier in his affidavit Isere 
true" 124:791). When Oswald entered 

the building. no one saw him with the 
bag. A Mr. Dougherty saw him enter and 
stated that Ise carried nothing, although 
a long hag should have been notice-
able (6:376-711. 

THE NEXT TI40,3 KNOWN is that a 1,4 
38 inches long was found near the no-
torious Rath-floor window. This bag 
Was made horn paper and gummed 
tape. in the building. it has four very 
noticeable folds, but no indication of 
having been held on the lop, as Fraz-
leis sister taw it. It has one identifi-
able fingerprint and one identifiable 
palm prim, hods Oswald's Also. as the 
rat expert. Cadigan, testified. It con-
tained no chemical or physical evidence 
of ever having contained ■ rifle. No 
oil or rifle dehris no distinctive marks of 
the rifle's location in it 14194 Asked 
to comment on the absence of marks. 
Cadiz. said, " , 	if the gun was in 
the hag, perhaps it wasn't moved too 
much." But the Prazier-Randle descrip-
tions shoe is hod been moved a fond 
deal. Besides being carried, it n as 
bounced around on the back seat of Eta-
eters cue 

The final problem. which only Weis-
berg Wen, 10 have noticed, is that. 
according to expert testimony. the 
found hair is put together with tape 
from the Book Depository's dispenser, 
cut by this machine. The machine Om 
erator. Mr. West 16:356.63). indicated 
be was always at the machine and 
never saw Oswald use it. But, and this 
is crucial. tape could only be removed 
from and cut by the dispenser If it 
were wet. The tape came out of the 
dispenser dampened by a sponge. Os-

wald could only have gotten dry tape 

out of it hi dismantling the machine, 

but then it would not have been cut 

by the trothine. So the conc}nsion 

Wen, to he that Oswald removed a 

'An independently prepared index by 
Sylvia Meagher has been published by 
Scarecrow Frets, 257 Park Avenue 
South. New York. 
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ODAY an anthology is either a collection of 

set pieces brought together on commission, or 

a compilation of material for course study. Mr. 

Johnson. Professor of English at Princeton, reminds its 

by this handsome work that au anthology can also he 

a valuable contribution to literature. His judicious and 

ample selections from 14 English nature writers who 

flourished from 1770 to 1570 are linked by carefully 

wrought little essays, anti illustrated by some 5:3 widely 

chosen illustrations by artists and naturalists. Writers 

included are as well known as Gilbert White, Thomas 

Gray, and Richard jefferies; as little known or surpris-

ing as John Knapp, Charles Waterton and Gerard 

Manley Hopkins. Waterton on the hart owl is a delight. 

Mr, Johnson's t,entur,.,.-long excursion really does re-

flect the poetry of earth, and this sturdy book is recom-

mended for university and public library general 

reading shelves as the best anthology of its kind since 

William Beebe's THE BOOK or Nartrususts.-  

—Library Journal 

THE POETRY OF EARTH 
A collection of English Nature Writings 

Selected and nab an introduction by.  

E. D. U. JOHNSON 

$10.00, noiv at your bookstore 
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during a much-publicized criminal loves. 

ligation. However. In many of the cases 
dismissed by the Commission, the wit-
nesses seem reliable. and have no 
discernible nation for telling false-

hoods so far as one can judge; they 
seem to be, in the Commission", over-
worked term, "credible." For etample, 
Bogard, a car salesman, reported that 
on November 9, 1963, a customer came 
in to his showroom, gave his name as 
Lee Oswald (and, of coarse, looked 

glumly like the late Lee Harvey Os-
weld), went driving with him and told 
him that he (Oswald) would come into 
a lot of money in a couple of weeks. 
Not only did Bogard have the corro-
boration of his fellow employees and 
an employee's wife, but he was also 

given a Lie-detector test by the sea 

The Fat reported On February 24, 1964. 
that "the responses recorded were 
those normally expected of a person 
telling the truth" (26:577-761. When the 
Commission had just about concluded 
Its work, somebody nil worried about 
this. so on September 12. 1964. the Fel 

woe asked what questions Bogard had 
been asked. The ref replied that he 
was asked if his story was true: if 
Oswald had been his customer 126: 
6921. All one can say is that by normal 
standards of credibility. the eat had 
established. both through finding  corro-
boretieg  witnesses and by its polygraph 
test. that Bogard was a credible .it-

neas. Nevertheless, the Commission had 
satisfied itself from other testimony 
that tai Oswald didn't drive. and (hi 
he spent November 9th in Irving. writ-
ing a strange letter to the Soviet Em 
'nanny. 

Casts curb as the Bogard episode, 
varying  in their degrees of confirmation 
and reliability, have attracted the al-

turmoil of critic' from the time of Leo 
Sauvige's article in Commernery in the 
Spring of 1964. They stirred rumors in 
the press from late November 1963 on-
ward. If these cases road not have 
actually involved Oswald yet seem at-
malty ro have happened, theft what? 
The Commission chose to dismiss them 
semi Oswald could not have been thc 
person in question. Leo S.suvage sug-
gested someone was using to imitate 
Oswald, that there was a second Os-
wald. Crttim have brought up the sec-
ond Oswald Is an -insufficiently ex-
plored phenomenon that might throw 
light oo the case. 

BJT wHY s DUPLICATE 01WALII? The 

Commission picture of Oswald is that 

of a pretty trivial individual, of no sig-

nificance until November 22, 1963. But 

the cases situating that duplication 

occurred begin at least as early as 

September 25, 1963, the day Oswald 
left for Mexico. when a second Oswald 
went into the office of the Selective 
Service Bureau io Austin, Texas, gave 
his name as Harvey Oswald, and want-
ed to discuss his dishonorable die 
charge. Yet Oswald at this time was 
riding a has toward Mexico. Ike Re-

purr. 731-33.) 
Some have suggested that the point 

might have been to frame Oswald. but 

only a few instances at this kind seem 
to have any relevance to such a goal. 

would suggest that the cases of len 
parent duplication can be classified in-
to two distinct groups, according to the 

Mom when they took place. Rather 
than dismiss them. I suggest that it is 
more plausible to interpret them as evi-
deuce that Oswald was insolved in 
some kind of conspiracy which ruhnin- 

The Early Elizabethan 
Succession Question, 1558-1568 

Moanscxx LEVINE 

During the first decade of the reign of Elizabeth 1. the question of 

31.14CesaiOn to the throne hung over England. Grave issues Were at 

stake. Would England be Catholic or Protestant? Might there be in-

vasion from abroad, anarchy at home? This is the first full study of 

these critical years of succession history, from Elizabeth's  accession 

in 1956 to the turning point in ISM: the death of Catherine Grey and 

Mary Stuart's flight to England. 	 $695 

Henry-  VIII and Luther 
AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR PERSONAL RELATIONS 

Eawog DOEMIERG 

"Not only is this a valuable service to historians of this period;  the 

book is not without interest to those who enjoy the acerbities that 

were the fashion of the day.... Both a reliable and useful tool for the 

historian and a readable narrative for all.'—•Ttle Personolia. "[The 

author] has brought fresh data to bear in an illuminating manner. 

...The press is to be commended int including some excellent fac- 

similes of title pages."—The Annuls. 	 $3.50 

At your bookstore 

Stanford University Press 

Is 

wet piece of tape, three feet long. flow 

could he have carried it to Irving and 

thee used it to make a hag? If the 

machine operator's description is correct, 

the hag  would have to have been made 

In the Book Depository. 

Wham? According to the Commis-

sion, ma the 21st: and then he returned 
Of1 the 22nd. BM there would still be 
the conflict about IS Sian between the 
found object and the testimony of the 

-..... 
I, two observers, Weisberg presents all 

''''-'• the discrepancies. but does non see -,...n. ,,,, 
what this can lend to except that the 

..-ii -.1, Commission's case is shaky. The only 
;••- ...lir espLthation. however, that teems to 

4  remove the conflist ,s that there were 

_L-• "--.Liset bays. the one Frazier and Randle 
---, ..... saw (which could have been a large 
—> 

supermarket bag) and the had that 

was found. This could have been a de-
liberate effort on Oswald's part to sow 
confusion. The bag that was seen could 
hate been disposed of just before Os-
wald entered the Book Depository (there 

are lots of rubbish him at the back en-
trance. full of paper). Then. during 
the moraine of the 22nd. the bag  that 
was tater round Could have been manu-
factured to fit the dimensions of the 
gun. The bag was happily left io view 

near the alleged scene of the crime. 
A careful criminal could obviously have 
hidden it (along with the three sbellso. 
its presence, like that of bullet Na, 399, 
implicates Oswald. It has his prints 
and it large enough to have held the 
gun. Frasier and his sitter can supply 

another link. and Oswald becomes the 
prime suspect. 

If I sin right that the bag that was 
found and the one that was seen are 

different. this me= the rifle entered 
the Book Depository at a different time 
from Osweld's entrance on November 
21, and that there was genuine pre-
meditation in Oswald'', actions, to the 
:stern of fabricating evidence that 
would mislead the investigators. 

The bag and bullet No. 399 suggest 

that more wen going  on than the Com-

mission recognized. There are many. 
many discrepancies in the evidence and 
In the COMfrusliall case. The critics have 

I made much of these unanswered ques- 

t

hien,  land Weisberg's book is prob. 
ably the best prevent collection of 

I 
Hum. though they are often stridently 
overstated). All of this, however. usval-
ly builds up to a big "So what'" since 

the critics still have not been able to 

present a reasonably plausible counter-
esplanatiao of what could have hap- 

! petted. Why, for example. should Os- 

1 

 1  
wald hove tried to implicate himself 
as the assaults? I shall try to suggest 

why in whet follows. 

Tete awarereux votusten comain 
numbers of strange episodes in which 

people report that they tow or dealt with 

Oswald under odd or suggestive air- 
A. can-Licences: for example, that Oswald 

:elks..V was sun at • rifle range hitting hulls 

	

,,, 	eats: that he and two Latin types tried 

. 

	

8/1016".., 	15 get financing for ilium:. activities 

	

Vrnh 
4,, 	from Mrs. Sylvia Odin: that Oswald 

tried to cash a check for 5189 in 
Hutehiseues Grocery Stare. Those In-

stances, and there are many of them, 
veers dismissed by the Commission 

(though it continued to consider them 
hp re Inc very emit, principally an the 

grounds that they occurred when Os-
wald apparently was alt there, or they 
Involved activities Oswald reportedly 

did not =sage in, such as driving a 

car. Of course it Is not uncommon for 
false reports of identification to turn up 

hely 24. 1966 



ated in the events of November 22, 

when the duplication played a vital 

role both ICI the assassination and the 

plumed denouement (and may have 

been the reason for Tippies death). Al- 

though the hypothesis of a second Os- 

wald mutt necessarily be tentative and 

conjectural at this stage, I would suggest 

that it can resolve a large number of 

troubling problems concerning the assas-

sination and provide a more Mailable 

explanation of the case than that offer-

ed by the Commission. 

The record compiled by the Com-

mission indicate, that as tar hack as 

Oswald's slay in New Orleans, some 

strange conspiratorial activities were 

going on. On the one hand. the carry- 

srsondence of Marina Oswald and Ruth 

Nine indicates that Oswald was un-

happy both because of his family Ida 

and his economic life, and wanted to 

return to Russia with his family. On 

the other hand, from late May onward, 

Oswald mined his pro-Castro aiulvl- 

ties, corresponded actively with the 

Fair Play for Cube Committee in New 

Yak. the COMM:nisi Pony, and the 

Socialist Workers Pithy, usually giving 

them lake or misreading information 

about his activities Ile spent a good 

part of his meager funds printing leaflets, 

membership applications and cards. 

etc., And hiring people to distribute lit- 

erature. But, very significantly, 1 think. 

he made no effort to change his race 

organization from a fiction into • re- 

day. It never had any members ex-

edra Oswald and the clearly fictitious 

"Alec L Hide11"I Oswald made no ef- 

fort to look for local leftists or to trek 

sympathisers. for instance at Tulane lini- 

verety, where he might have found them. 

The one person who came to see him, 

Marina says. he treated as an anti-Cas- 

troite plant. To confuse patters, Os- 

wald Evert pm the address of the anti-

Castmites on some of his literature. 

Oswald lied to the rave, the police, 

and the rat about his organization, 

claiming it had thirty-eve members, 

that It met at people', homes, that he, 

Oswald, received telephone or postal 

instructions from HIdell, These decep- 

tive activities culminated in August, 

1963. with Oswald's visit to the anth 

Castroites, Cation Bringuler and friends, 

and his expression of interest in joining 

their pars-military activities. In e few 

days he followed this with his clistribu- 

tion of es-co literature near their head- 

quarters, which caused a light wish 

them I they felt they had been betrayed 

by him). But according to the reports of 

the police And others, the fight was 

not a fight at al!: Oswald simply put 
eh arms dm.wn and told Bringoier 

fpcmer functiona issa) 

to hit him. Subsequently, 
ed guilty to disturbing the peace, when 

he was clearly innocent, and Bringuier 

pleaded innocent, when he had In fact 

struck the blow. In jail Oswald de-

manded to see she FM, and tried to 

convince agent Quigley that he, Oswald, 

really was 111...01Va/ in pro-Castro acti- 

vities. The arrest was followed by OS- 

weld's appearance on radio and TV de-

fendiag Cuba against Bringuier and 

others. Oswald sent distorted reports 

and clippings of his achievements to 

the Taco, and, in an undated memor- 

andum to himself, outlined all of the 

data he nava had to show that he as 

• was a pro-Castro activist (16:341-

43). 
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Tate MEMORANDUM seems to have 

been designed for the Cuban Embassy 

in Mexico, to convince them of his 

bona fides. But a problem remains—

why, if Oswald was pro-Castro, and 

wanted to go to Cuba. didn't he or-

ganize real IFPCC activities Instead of 

fake ones? Why did he le about and 

distort his accomplishments to the 

,FCC, the Communist Party, and ap-

parently the Cuban Embassy? It is 

interesting that Oswald lied to almost 

everybody, whether friend or foe. In 

Russia, even from the outset, he put 

false information about his family on 

forma, false Information that differed 

from form to form shout his mother 

being dead, having no siblings, NO, 

(113:427). The memorandum suggests he 

wanted to fool the Cubans, since hie 

organization of materials is deliberate- 

y misleading. Oswald last wrote to 

he PPCC on August 17, 1963, telling of 

all that had happened, and indicating 

that a good many people were now 

interested ton August I. 1963, he had 

revealed that there were no members 

of his branch): that he had received 

many telephone calls (Oswald had no 

Phone): end that he wanted lots of 

literature. especially about novel re-

'friction, to Cuba (20:530). The FPCC 

didn't hear from him again, but on 

September 1, 1963. both the Communist 

Party and the Socialist Worker Party 

heard from him that he was planning 

to move SO Washington, Baltimore, or 

Philadelphia, and wanted to contact 

them there. But Oswald didn't write 

them again until November I, 1963. f As 

far as we can tell he wrote to no one 

moil then.) 
Marina says Oswald had decided to 

go to Cuba via Mexico in August The 

letters announcing his plan, to move 

East may have been to mislead the 
Fel, If Oswald knew they were reading 

his mail. (His itnistenee on an inter-

view with Quigley may have been to 

make sure that they were aware of hat 

Was Oswald really trying to get to 

Cuba and Russia through Mexico? The 

evidence suggests that hat was not. He 

had earlier applied for a visa to go to 

Russia, and he had his new passport. 

On July I. 1963. Oswald had asked the 

Russian, to rush Marina's visa, but to 

treat his separately. He didn't write 

them again, as far as we know, until 

the letter of November 9th, though Ma-

rina had written on July 8th pressing 

her case. In August, the Russian Em-

bassy bad informed the ()swarth that 

the material had been sent in Moscow 

for processing, and Oswald made no  

effort to speed up the matter. On Sep-

tember 22, 1963, he told Mrs. Palatal 

friend. Mrs. Kloepfer, that it usually 

takes nit month" to go to Ravin. (23: 

725). Then he apparently went to Mexi-

co City a couple of days later, on Sep-

tember 25th on a 15-day visa (not the 

six-month one that he might have easily 

obtained), visited the Cuban Emhathy 

and asked for a transit 014 to go to Rus-

sia cm Cuba. By linking his trip to Cuba 

with a Russian voyage, he led the Cu-

bans to call the Russian Embassy, who 

said the case would take months to han-

dle, Oswald then became furious with the 

Cubans. no the Russians, and, accord-

ing to Sylvia Duran of the Cuban Em-

bassy, he claimed he was entitled to 

a viva because of his background, par-

tisanship. and activities (21:636). (Any 

investigation of chest probably would 

have led to hi. being turned down. 

He said he needed a visa right away 

because his Maxima one was running 

out and he had to get to Russia im-

mediately, (Ile obviously could have 

gotten to Russia faster by traveling 

from New Orleans to Europe.) The 

Russian Embassy apparently was not 

helpful and indicated it would take roue 

months before anything was done. 

Though the Report fp. 735, note 1170, 

based on confidential information) teas 

that Oswald came hack to both the 

Cuban and Russian Embassies, there is 

no evidence that he really pressed his 

case. Senora Duran had given him her 

phone number, yet he doesn't seem to 

have used It. He doesn't seem to have 

known of or cared about the final dis-

position of his case by the Cubans a 

few weeks later. By linking his appli-

cation for a Cuban visa to a Russian 

one, Oswald seems to have precluded 

any rapid action. If the Report is cor-

rect that Oswald had only 520(1 when 
he 101 New Orleans, he couldn't have 

gotten to Russia anyway. Ossvald's deal-

ings with Russian bureaucracy surely 

taught him, as his notes on Russia in-

dicate, that quick action was most im- 

W NATENElt THE POINT in the abortive 

Mexican trip, which seems to have in-

volved some mysterious and an yet un-

explained elements, It the tame time 

• aerie, of unusual evens was occur-

ring in Texas On September 25, the 

visit of "Harvey Oswald" to the Selec-

tive Service in Austin (for 30 minutes) 

took place. The Report ( p. 732) Ms-

mimes it because Oswald wasn't in 

Austin. But it is somewhat confirmed 

by reports that Oswald was seen that 

day in a cafe in Austin by a printer 

and a waitress. On the evening of Sep. 

tember 23, a Mrs, Twiford of Houston 

received a phone call from Chswald be-. 

sweep 7 and 9 P.M. Oswald could not 

have been in Houston then, yet it ap- 

peared to be a local call. Oswald 
claimed he wanted to see Mr. Twiford, 

the Socialist Labor Party leader for 

TeNa1. before flying to Mexico I24,726 

and 25:4-5). This may have been Os-

weld, calling long distance, though why, 

if he was planning to defect to Cuba, 

he should care to see Twiford is a 

mystery. Could it have been the second 

Oswald creating mystifying data about 

Oswald's whereabouts? 

On September 26, the striking inci-

dent involving Mrs. Sylvia Odlo it sup. 

posed to have occurred. Mrs. Odic, a 

Cuban refugee leader In Dallas, report-
ed to the Commission that the and 

her sister were visited by two Latins 

and one "Leon Oswald," who claimed 

they had cons, from Now Orleans, were 

about to leave on a trip, and wanted 

hacking for some violent activities. 

Then, and in a phone call the neat 

day, Mrs. Odin was told more ahoot 

Leon Oswald by one of the Latin, Called 

Leopoldo: 

The next day Leopoldo called rrie 

. 	. then he said. "What Jo you 
think of the American?" And 1 
said, "1 didn't think anything." 	aanen 

And he said "You know our 
idea is to introduce hire NS the -.12: 
underground in Cuba, because he 
is great, he is kind of nuts .. . He 
told us we don't have any guts. you 

Cubans, because President Kennedy 	ar 
should have been assassinated after 	al- 
the Bay of Pigs, and some Cuban, eva  
should have done that .. . And he v 
said, "It Is so easy to do it," Ho '3  ...1" 
ha told us 111:3721. 

She was also told that Oswald had heel 

in the Marine Corps and was an ex-

cellent shot. When Mrs. Odin heard of 

the assassination, she was sure theta 

men were involved. When she saw 

Oswald's picture, the knew! (11:36799), 

T im COMMISSION Mark sporadic ate 

tempts to discount Mrs. Odio's story, 

but kept finding that Mrs. Odin was 

quite reliabre person. sure of what she 

had reported. (Finally. Manuel Ray, 

the leftist anti-Castro leader, ease her 

a testimonial and said she would Out 

have made up the story: Cisneros, Me 

former leader of acme, said she was 

reliable [26:838-39M The only conflict. 

ing evidence was that of a Mrs. Con-

nell, who said Mrs. Odia had told her 

she had previously known Oswald and 

that be had spoken to anti-Castro 

groups, which if true would indicate 

that Oswald had been more involved 

wish anti-Castro elements in the Dal-

las area than Mrs. Odra admitted. la 
August, 1964, the Commission appar-

ently became concerned about the ()die 

episode, thinking it :night really indi-

cate a conspiracy, On August 28, 1964, 

Rankin, the Commission's chief coon. 

set, wrote 1. Edgar Hoover. -It is a 

matter of some importance to the Com-

mission that Mrs. Odio's allegations 

either he proved or disproved" (261 

595). The Commission had figured out 

that Oswald actually had enough rime 
to leave New Orleans, come to Dallas 

and meet Mrs. Odin, then go on to Hous-

ton and Mexico, though this seemed very 

unlikely. L was probably with great re-

lief that they received the tat repent 

at September 21, 1964. This stated that 

on September 16 the ret had located 

one member of the group that had t-ait-

ed !dm Odio and he had denied 

The New York Resler, 
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Oswald had been there, but had given 

the names at the other two, one of 

whom was 1 roan 'similar in appear. 

enc. to Lee Harvey Oswald." The 

Fat said It was continuing research 

into the mutter and "The results of our 

inquiries in this regard will he prompt-

ly furnished to you" 126.834-35). The 

Commission seem, to hive been tails-

lied that it had established that Or 

weld had not visited Mrs. Olio. and 

did not care ihat It appeared to have 

also established a strong possibility that 

there wan a double for Oswald. that is, a 

man who looked like him and may have 

used his name. One would have expect-

ed that. if the Commission hod really 

been Interested in clearing up all of 

the questions and rumors about the 

case, it would have stopped every-

thing, located this man and the 

other two, found out if he had been 

masquerading as Oswald. and, if so, 

why. Weisberg uses this us crucial evi-

dence that the Commission had estab-

lished a conspiracy, and subsequently 

ignored it. But Epstein shows ittat by 

September 21. the mad nish to pub-

\ hsh the Report was so great that this 

took precedence over anything elan 

The rat report does appear to sup-

port Mrs. °Unit account that • elect-

ing look place. One wonders that 
gruoviegly, what did they find out neat? 

Was the man 'similar in appearance" 

acting as a double for Oswald? Did he 

. use Oswald's name? What was he in-

solved in when he went to see Mr,. 

Odin? Wes be connected with the other 

double-Oswald episode.? As far as I 

know. nothing more has been said about 

this. The public should demand that the 

Commission or the pat tell us whether 

this turned out to be significant. or if It 

somehow had an innocuous explanation. 

IF run Onto EPISODE sracettitr indi-

cated that duplication and eonapmarcirial 

activities involving Oswald were going 

on. two items connected with Oswald's 

return from Mete° to Della., seem jut-

. tiler suggestive. A Mou ton bus neater 

shows the name -OnwId," written in a 

different hand from the other name,. 

St is known that Oswald was not on 

that bin. yet no satisfactory answer 

was ever found for his name being 

put 011 the roster, though It apparently 

happened after the trip on October 2 

C21:155; 24:620; 25:578 and 25,13523. On 

October 4, wheel Omsk' was back In 

Dallas, the manager of radio station 

KPOY in Alice, Texas, reported that 

Oswald, his wife and small child, visit-

ed him for twenty-five minutes, arriv-

ing in a battered 1953 car. The Report 

diligently points out that In) Oswald 

didn't drive, and (b) be could not have 

been in Alice at that time (Report, 

p. 666). The incident is the first of sever-

al in which ir appears that Oswald 

and his family may have been dupli-

cated. Instead of seeing It a, part of a 

possibly significant pattern and consid-

ering it further, the Commission was 

satisfied once Oswald had been dinar 

sociated from the event. 

In October there sterna to have been 

little double-Oswald activity. This may 

be explained by the fact, that Oswald 

was looking for a job at the time and 

that his second daughter was born on 

October 2(1. But a second group of in-

Odom can be traced tram early No-

bember until November 22, almost all 

in the Dallas-Irving arm (Irving Is 
the Dallas suburb where Marina lived 

with Mrs. Paine.) Them be& to oc-

cur at about the same time as Os-

wald'a resumption at conspiratorial ac- 

July .?8, 1966 

lieifies. Having settled down in Mrs. 

Johnson's rooming house and having 

obtained a job. Oawald attended two 

meetings, end on October 23 to hear 

General Walker, the other on October 

25, a meeting of the ACLU. On No-

vember 1, he rented a post office box 

and listed as users the New Orleans 

hunch; that ill, himself, Marina. Hidell, 

the race, plus, of all things, the 

ACLU. 1Was he getting ready to set 

tip a fake branch of that organization 

for some dark purpose?) On the 

same date he wrote the Communist 

Party In New York Ian air Mail let-
ter delivered, Incidentally, after Oswald 

was deadl, asking for advice On infil-

trating the ACLU 120:271-731. On No-

vember 4, he Ironed !ha ACLU and 

asked its national office bow he could 

get in touch with "ACLU groups in my 

area" 117:6731 (although he had attend. 

ed a mecung and knew well that Mich-

ael Paine was a member). 

On November 6th or 7th, another in-

terment episode occurred. Someone 

looking like Oswald. of course, came inio 

e furniture store in Irving. Texas, look-

ing for a pan for a gun. abe store 

had a alga indicating it was also a gun 

shop.) This person then went out and got 

his wife and two infants out of ■ car, 

returned and looked at furniture for a 

while. The, children Pureed out to be 

exactly the ages of the Oswald chil-

dren. Two people saw and tallied to 

this Oswald and later identified him 

and Manna as the people in question. 

The "Oswald," then drove off, after 

getting directions 23 to where to find 

a gun shop 02:524, 534-16, 546-49). 

This may well have been the day as 

Oswald took a gun into the Irving 

Sports Shop (right near by), an episode 

that occurred in early November. A 

clerk in the shop found a receipt on 

November 23 that he had made to a man 

named Oswald for drilling three holes 

In a rifle. I Yet Oswald's rifle had two 

holes and they were drilled before Os-

wald gal the gun.) An anonymous call-

er told the Pei about this epiaoale on 

November 24 (so as to make sure it 

was known?). The receipt seems gen-

uine: the clerk is sure he ran into 

Oswald somewhere, and the clerk 

seems reliable. His boss was convinced, 

but the Commission dismissed the case 

since there was no evidence that Oss 

weld awned a second rifle (22:525 end 

531; 11:224-40. 245-53). Incidentally, 

all other Oswald. in the Dallas-Fort 

Worth area were checked, and it was 

found that none of them was the On 

wield who had had his gun repaired. 

NoVEMPEll 8 SEEMS 10 have been a 

crucial day in the development of what-

ever compiratoriel activities Oswald 

and the second Oswald were up to. 

The Report. blandly states that "the 

following Friday, November 8. Oswald 

as usual drove to the Paine home 

with Pricier" fp. 7413), but there is no 

evidence for this. The footnote refers 

mac is to Wesley Frazier's testimony, 

where he says nothing of the kind. And 

Marina ha. unequivocally stated !het 

Oswald did nut come home on Novem-

ber 8, that he claimed he was looking 

for another job. and that he came to 

Irving around 9 A.M. on the 9th, with-

out mphining how he got there 

123:804). (This is a not-untypical exam-

ple at the sloppy documentation in the 

Report, in which potentially interesting 

leads were overlooked.) 

On November 8, two marked cases 

of double Oswaldism took place in 
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ing. Texas- A grocer, Hutchison. re-

ported that on that day Oswald came 

in to cash a cheek for 5189, payable to 

Harvey Oswald (26:178-79 and 10:327-

401. He claimed that Oswald subsequeot. 

ly came to the 'tore eon or twice a 

week in the early morning and always 

bought a gallon of milk and cinnamon 

rolls, items that Oswald probably would 

not have purchased, according to Mrs. 

Paine and Marina. Such an event as the 

anempt to cash a check is no doubt 

memorable (and, as Marina wondered, 

where would Omvahl get S189?). Also, a 

basber, right neat the grocer, report-

ed Oswald came into his shop on the 

8th with a fourteen-year-old boy, and 

they both made leftist remarks. The 

barber said Oswald had been in his 

shop on previous occasions (although It 

teems most unlikely that Oswald could 

have bean In Irving at any of these 

times) and had indicated he had 
been in Mexico (10:309-27). The bar-

ber had even seen Oswald driving. and 

going with Marina into the grocery 

store (though the real Marina insists 

she was never to the store). And. of 

course, both the blether and the grocer 

immediately ideotified the photos of Os-

wald as their customer. The Commis-

sion dismisses all these reports on 

grounds that Oswald could not have 

been present or that they are denied 

by Marina, 
Second ()meld became risme active 

an the 9th. The real Oswald spent the 

day at the Paine house., writing a let-

ter to the Russian Embassy strongly 

implying he was a Russian agent. The 

letter was probably unintelligible to 

then, in that it referred to all sorts of 

Meta they presumably knew nothing 

about, It also contained s good many 

false statements concerning a conversa-

tion with FRI agent Homy that never 

took place. Oswald thought the letter 

Important enough to draft by hand, 

and then to type 116:33 and 443), a 

unique event. since Oswald always sent 

anybody and everybody handwritten. 

misspelled documents. He then left 

the draft lying around, partly exposed. 

and made no effort to rush his letter 

off. It Is postmarked November 12th. 
Mn. Paine saw it, was 313Elled by 

what It contained, and made a copy to 

show the rat 13:13-171. The eat in-

tercepted It, and its report on the mat-
ter showed en interest at all in Os-

wald's statements pan-raying himself as 
a man who had used a false name in 

Mexico. had -business" with the Soviet 

Embassy In Havant and had been 

threatened by the "notorion Fat" for 

pro-Castro activities. The Fat report 

concluded that Oswald's letter merely 

indicated he wanted a Russian visa 
117:803i. 

W KELE OSWALD Sets WRITING his 

strange letter, two second Oswald case, 

occurred. One was the Doped incident, 

which I have already mentioned, when 
to Oswald tested a car, driving over 

70 miles per hour, dropped hints about 

receiving lots of money in a couple of 

weeks, and told the credit manager 

that If he were not given credit, he 

would go back to Russia and buy a 

car (26:450-452, 664. 68445, 687 and 

702-03). 
This memorable performance at the 

Ford-Lincaln agency was coupled with 

one of the first eppearsoces of a sec-

ond Oswald at a rifle range (There 

are indications of an earlier appear-
ance during his Mexican tripi From 

November 9th onward someone who 

looked just like Oswald was noticed 
at the Sports Drone Range, by several 

witnesses, always at times when the real 
Oswald could not have been there, either 

because he was at work, or was with his 

family. The second Oswald was an excel-

lent shot. who did a number of things to 

attract attention to himself. firing odd 
weapons (same of whose description. fit 

Oswald's rifle). shooting at other people's 

targets, etc. 
From November 1.2 (the end of a 

long holiday weekend) until November 

21. Oswald himself did not go to Irv-

ing. The weekend of the 16th end 17th 

he was reported to be at his room al-

most all of the time. He worked every 

week day, We know of no letters he 

wrote during this period, and of no 

extra-curricular activities at all. But 

I second Oswald is reported on No-

vember 13. at the grocery store in 

Irving with Marina; and on the rifle 

range on the 16th. 17th. 20th, and 21st. 

The only information about Oswald's 

own activities is from merchants in his 

Beckley Street area in Danes: he went 
ro a grocer lone also used by lack 

Ruby): he made calls (apparently long 

distance) at a gas station 126:2501; 

he was in a Laundromat at midnight 

cm the 220th or 2Ist lit the latter, it 

has to be second Oswald again); he 

took coffee If the Dobbs House restaur-
ant on North Beckley in the early morn-

ing. One very suggestive sign of a sec-

ond Oswald is a report by a waitress 

126:5161 that he had come into the 

Dobbs House on November 20 at SO 

wan, (when real Oswald was at work) 

and had become very nasty about the 

way his order of eggs was prepared. 

At this time, Officer J. D. Tippii was 

there em was his habit" each morn-

ing at this hour. and glowered at Os-

wald. (The rat. io this report, rather 

than haute excited at this sign that 
Oswald and Tippt; had encountered 

each other before November 22. mere-

ly commented that Oswald was report-

ed to have workal. from 8 until 4:45 on 

November 20. They also showed no to-

ot-est in why Tippit stopped on North 
Beckley each morning when it was not in 

his district or near his home.) 

ANOTHER POSSUILE CLUE about Oswald 

or second Oswald is that the Secret 

Service thought Oswald was responsi-

ble for ordering the anti-Kennedy 

"Wanted for Treasoo" leaflets, distrib-

uted in Dallas on November 22. The 

Secret Service partied out that the 

copy had Oawald'a kinds of spelling 

errors, and that the person who or-

dered them around November t4 re-

sembled Oswald, except for his hair 
(25:6571. 

The next maim-, and final, report 

of the second Oswald's appearance is 
right after the assassination. One eye-

whams to the shooting from the Book 
Depository. I. R. Warrell, saw a part 
of a gun sticking out of the building. 

heard four shots (and he is one of the 
few who heard four, rather than three) 
and ran Itehlad the building. He there 

saw a man come rushing out of the 

bank of the building. and run around 

it in the opposite direction. According 

to a Deltas policeman, K. L Anderson. 

Worrell told him that when he taw 

Oswald's picture on TV, 'he recog-

nized him as the man he saw run 

from the building" 124:2941, flt is an 

interesting indication of the Commis-

sloe's concern in clearing up mysteries 

in the case, that when Worrell testi-
fied, all he was ssked about this is 

whether he told the FRI the man looked 

like Oswald, Worrell said he didn't 

knnw 12:2011. He was not asked if the 

man did in fact look like Oswald. which 

he had told Andertone 
A few minutes nor Deputy Sheriff 

Roger Craig. one of the most efficient 

policemen on the scene that day, save 

a man run down from die Book De-

pository to the freeway, get in a Ram-

tiler station wagon, and drive off. Craig 

tried to stop the car, but faded. Whea 
he later reported this, he was asked 

to come down to police headquarters 

and look at the suspect they had in 

custody, He Immediately and positively 

identified Oswald as the man he had 

seem get in the car and be driven 
away 16:260-73; 19:521: 23:917. and 

14:23). Sic transit Otinalduc scrooduc. 

The Warren Commission dismissed 

all these incidents as mistaken identilicea 

dons since they couldn't have been Os-

wald. There are more cases than I have 

mentioned here. Some are dubious, some 

possible. I have also heard of some CMGs 

that are not he the twenty-six volumes 

but seem quite startling and important.' 

I noticed only one place in the twenty-

sic volumes where the conception of a 

second Oswald occurred to the Com-
mission. Doe geta the impression that 

the hard pressed gaff found it conven-

ient to ascribe all the incidents to tricks 

of memory and other aberrations, not-

withstanding ihe (act that many witness-

es were apparently reliable and disinter-

ested people whose testimony was con-

firmed by others. Furthermore, they 

must have had considerable convictions 

to persist with their stones in the face 

s for ems-mile, an independent research-
er. Mr. Jones Harris, has given me the 
following report: 

"In March 1966.. I interviewed its Dal-
las a Mr. January who had been man-
ager of Red Bird Air Field at the 
time or the assamination. Mr. January 

told me that on Wednesday, November 
20, 1963, three people turned up at the 
airport. Two of them, a heavy-we 
young roan and a girl. got out of their 
cot and spoke to him, leaving a young 
man sitting in the front of the car. 
The couple inquired as to the own-
bility of hiring a Cessna 310 on Friday 
the 22nd to take them to the Yucatan 
peninsula. They asked how far the 
Cessna could travel without refueling. 
How fast did the plane travel? Would 
they have to stop in Mexico City:.  Janu-
ary replied that it would be necessary 
and this seemed to suit their plans. 

"They told !armory that they wanted 
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of mentioning by the FRI and Cnmmis-
lion lawyers. The evidence Scents SO ma 
compelling that Mere *es e tecnnd Os-
wald, that his presence was beam 
forced on people's notice, and that ha 
played e role on November 22, 1963. 

If we take the cases at face value—

people saw someone who looked like 
Oswald, used Otawakas mime, had Os-
wald's life and family—then how are 
they in he explained? 

11-GGEST THAT the duplication had 

a crucial part in the events of November 
22, Second Oswald was an excellent shot. 
real Geared was not. Reel Oswald's role 
was to he the prime suspect ,Mused by 
the police, while second Oswald, sow of 
the amoins, could vanish as Worrell 
and Craig saw him do. If the crime 
is reconstreared In this way. most of 
the puniest and discreponcip can he 
more plausibly eeplerned. 

Oswald. the methodical conspirator. 

gees ra Irving on November 22, carry-
ing nothing. Ha returns oo Not/ember 
22 with a package, about 27 illthel 

York. attracting the attention of Fraz-
ier and his sister, The package vanish-

en by the rime he enters the budding. 
Oswald and second Oswald arrive sap. 
Irately, Since Oswald doesn't talk much 
to people, second Oswald can easily 
enter undetected. Previously. or that day, 
one of them hoe brought the gun into 
the heading Hew/ Tie° intriguing 
derails suggest that this may nor have 
been 11 problem. First, according to 
Marina. when Oswald went off IP 11100C 

General Walker. he left without the ri-
fle and returned without it. He had 
secreted it in advance and afterwards. 
54 ha may have known how to do this. 
Second, • day or two before the amnesia-
anon. someone had draught two ban 
into the building, and Mr. Truly. the 
manager of the Beak Depositary, wax 
playing with One of them. aiming it out x 
window (7:5)10-12). None of the employ-
CM mentioned this in their testimony, 
and it only Carle to the attention of 
the Cammitsiun because of a report 
thee Oswald had mentioned it in one of 
his linear/rip:awn sanatoria. The other 
empluyeem Inn had not noticed. (lb Def-
ies, guns are NO common that On any 
day except the 22nd of November one 
could probably have carried one goy-
where-1 

Oswald makes the bug that was later 
found. As we have teen, the only wit-
nesses who saw the original log were 

both adamant and regent in insisting 
that It was not large enough to hare 
held the gun; and the only witness who 
saw Oswald corer the building denied he 
carried a bag At all. By making a larger 
beg, Oswald creatm an important, if 
confusing. alto. It connects him with the 
crime, helps to make him the prime sus-
pect At tootle time Oswald end second 
Oswald move several boxes to the sloth,  

ICI be back at Red Boil Feld on Sun-
day. January did not helieve that they 
could 'afford the flight. Privately, he 
nuaneetisi that they might want to hi-
Jack his plane and go on to Cuba. He 
decided not to rent them the plane even 
if they turned up with the money before 
the flight. 

-He never saw the three people again. 
But on Friday when Ire saw Oswald 
on TV he was certain he had teen 
him before. Then be remembered die 
young man skiing in the front seat of 
the car and was convinced that it had 
been Oswald." 

Jury 2d, 194th 

floor window, either to establish another 
clue, or to make arrangements' for the 
shooting, or bath. (There is a set of 
still unidentified prints on the bona 
126:199-8001, and all of the employees. 
police, and Ent, who touched them hive 
been eliminates].) Oswald seerrn to 
have spent I very normal morning at 
the Book Depository, and was seen 
working on variety, Moore. He eekeri 
someone which way the parade was 
mining, as if to indicate that he was 
hardly concerned. Around noon Oswald 
told people ho was going to have lunch. 
After that the next we know of him it 
that right after the shooting he was seen 
in the lonchreom, in complete calm, 
about to buy some soda pop. 

A T 12,30 OR I2:31. into attaTrintri 
gun and was of extreme accuracy, far 
beyond anything yet achieved with Os-
wald's rifle. Many of those present in 
the immediate area thought that the 
first shot at least came from the knoll 
area beyond the Book Depository. 
Some even caw Smoke from this alto 

!even though she Report claims there 
13 no credible evidence of shots from 
any place except the Rook Depository. 
It depends an what one considers aced-
Min), So. In keeping with the evidence, 
let an suppose that at least one shot 
came from the knoll. (This might ac-
count for the throat wound that looked 
like in entrance wound to the Dallas 
doctors.) Sortie others apparently came 
from the Book Depository. If these in-
elude Kennedy's hack wriund. Connal-
ly's wounds, and Kennedy's fatal 
wounds, the marksman was magnifi-
cent at hitting mooing targets. Yet Os-
wald's rifle could oat be aimed ac-
curately, and may not have been used 
at all. Strange an it may seem. no one 
ever checked in see If Oswaldh rifle 
had been used that day, and no area 

reported the smell of gunpowder an 
the sixth door. The three shells found 
near Ma window are odd in 
filet the Phi reported they had mark-
ings indicating they had been loaded 
twice, and possibly Tirades.. once in an-
other gun 126:.-491. (Weisberg hes some 
very interesting And Intriguing discus-
sions about this, about the hones and 
the ronillating Information about their 
arrangement. end about the positions 
from which the shooting could have 
been dame from the Book Depository 
window, all indicating that the eveni 
could not have taken place as star. 

mired by rho Warren COmmirsino.) 
some of thou who Raw a secant] Os-

wald at the shooting range, reported 
that he collected the ejected she'll aia 
ter they flew out. and put them away. 
(The Fat accumulated all the 6.5 sheds 
they could find in the Maio area, 
and none was from Oswald'. gun 
126:6001.1 Cenainly, if the marksman 
weirted to avoid detection. he would 
have collected the shells. if he had 
wanted Oswald's gun implicates], he 
would have left them where they fell. 

It is an interesting point that no evi-
dence ever named up about anyone. 
anywhere. selling Oswald ammunition. 
The very few in Dallas who handled 
these shells hid not, to their know--
lodge- dealt with him 05:62-64). The 
rifle was not sold to him with any 
ammunition. And. no Weisberg stresses, 
no rifle shells were found in Ins pot 
suntan. or in his effects. If second 
Oswald did the shaming. he could have 
had additional shells. A confederate 
could have bought them in Dallas or 
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elsewhere. Tbert is a report that Oa. 
weld bought ammunition is Fort Worth 

on November 2 (24:704). but Oswald 

was in Irving that May. So Mil may 
have been amber appearance of sec- 
ond Oswald. But there is ao data what-
ever that Oswald ever had any rifle 
arnmunitioa (the shell fired at General 
Walker was unideatitiablel. 

Further, there were do fingerprints 
on the surface of the rifle, on the 
dells. Or on the remaining bullet in 
Oswald's rifle. The famous palm print 
was old, and on a part of the rifle only 
exposed when disasaemblad. According 
to the Commission, this rifle bed to be 
assembled that day, loaded with four 
bullets, fired rapitlly, and hidden, with-
out any fingerprints appearing on it. 
if they were wiped away by Oswald, 
when, and with what? According to the 
Commission's time schedule, he had 
barely enough lime to hide the gun 
and ter dmanstalra If he loaded odd 
fired while wearing gloves, where are the 
gloves? Second Oswald solves these 
problems. He could hove wiped every-
[hips or woes gloves, since we have 
no Inventory of his effects, acid he 
had ample time. The palm print shows 
that Oswald as same time handled the 
rifle. Nothing shows who handled it on 
November 22, 1963, the moss interesting 
May in the rifles career. 

Another point of some interest is the 
connection between the ballistics evi-
dence nod Oswald's rifle. The shells 
had been in Oswald's gam Bullet No. 
399 (the one found In Parkland Hosea. 
rata had been In Oswald's gun. The 
mashed fragments (Commission Exhibits 
567 aad 569, 17:2565?) deo% match up 
too well with comparison bullets in ex-
hibits 568 and 570. To make the identi-
(karma the aidituica expert had to infer 
how the pictures would match if the frag-
meras bad not been distorted. Only 
good old No. 399 really matches up 
(Commission Exhibit 566, 17:2551. Bal-
lets fired from Osanalda rifle into any-
thing seem to Mash end abutter very eas-
ily. Were it not he the marvelous discov-
cry of No. 399, there might have been 
quite a job connecting Oswald's gun 
with the remains after the firing. 

A FTEA THE- 6150011Etr, what happened? 
On my theory there were two assassins, 
plus Oswald. the suspect. Assassin one 
was on the knoll; assassin two, second 
Oswald, was on the sloth floor of the 
Beek Depositary. In spite of all the 
e!..- and ear-witnesses who heard shoot-
ing from the knoll and saw smoke 
there, what f believe has kept reason-
able people from believing anyone shot 
from there, besidei the pompous denial, 
of the Warren Commission, is that the 
sheriff's men and the police swarmed 
into and over this area immediately 
anti found nothing. Anyone holding  a 

aounter-)aary to the W4ESefl Commis-
sion's. Lad accepting the evidence of 
at least one shot from the knoll, is 
obliged to give some explanation of 
how this might have occurred unob-
served. 

When I visited the scene of the 
crime, the ideal place for the that to 
here tome from seemed to be the 
parking lot no the top of the knoll. 
II has a picket fence, perfect Inc rest-
ing the gun upon. ft ain't be seen from 
the overpass. A Mot or shots fired 
from there would get the right engin 
to conform to the medical evidence 
and the pictures. Thee what became 
of the gunman? I submit he either 
put the gun in the trunk of a ear and  

joined the throng looking for on as. 
3455iin or he, plat gun, got into the 
trunk of a car. Cars were moving out 
of the parking lot very soca after the 
shooting. Unformeately, for 
sake, this roadirrs two additional ac-
complices, one a shooter and one a 
driver. Bat it provides ea easy way 
for samearte to disappear from the 
scene right aher the firing. 

Some corroboration of this possibility 
recently appeared in the Philadelphia 
inaneer of June 27, 1966, in an inter-
view with Mr. S.M. Holland. who had 
previously reported seeing smoke rise 
from the alma area at the time of the 
shooting: 

Backed up apical the [picketl fence. 
says Holland, were a station wagon 
and a anion. The ground was 
muddy and , . there were two 
muddy marks on the bumper of the 
station wagon, as if 51:411E1111C had 

goad there to look deer the feriae. 
The footprints led to the sedan and 

- coded 
"I've often wondered," says Hol-

land. "if a man could have climbed 
Into the trunk of that car end pulled 
the Lid shut on himself, then some-
one else have drivels it away laser." 

As to the Iwo Oswalds. we know that 
one, probably Leo Harvey, war seta 
on the second floor at about a minute-

s/Ida-half after the shooting, by Po-
liceman Baker and Mr. Truly. One, 
dorteribed with 	 dythepi was 
seen by an employee, Mrs. Reid, a 
few moments hoer holding a coke and 
moving in the direction of the front 
alt. Oswald Two left by the rear 
{observed by Worrell), hid until his 
side arrived. rated down to the freeway 
(observed by Deputy Sheriff Craigi, 
was picked up. and disappeared. The 

real Oswald went ao a ttrange journey, 
leaving a wide trod, taking a bus from 
several blocks away (sod taking a 
transfer he didn't need). exiting from 
the bus a few minutes Inter, walking 
to the railroad station, and taking a 
cub. If he had really waisted to vanish 
rather than be followed, he had ample 
opportunity to disappear Into the mob 
in downtown Dallas. to take a train, 
to go to the movies. or anything. At 
she railroad stance, he was in no great 
hurry. He even offered a lady his 

cob He insisted on riding in Front with 
ihe driver (so he could be Seen, per-
haps), got off a few blocks from his 
rooming house, and walked there 
lanorher indication of his lock of 
hasml. He rushed into the house, went 
into his room, and emerged a SEW 

minutes later. 
Mrs. Earlene Roberts, the housekeep-

er. reported two ioteresting facts; one, 
that while Oswald was io his room 
f around 1 ess.l, a police car pulled 
up to front of the house and booked, 
waited a bit, and then drove off; the 
other that when Oswald lett, he stood 
by the bus stop in front of the house 
(the bus that stopped there went back 
to downtown Dallas) for "several min-
utes" (224160 and 26;165). Oswald 
claimed he went to his room to change 
clothes Lad to get his revolver. Moe 
of the many oddities of that amazing 
day Is that whoa Oswald was arrested 

he had on him a peyroll stub from 
the American Bakery Co, dated August 

1960, a period when Oswald was io 
Routh. The stub turned out to have 

nothing to do with Oswald, but to be-
long to someone else who lived at the 
same address where Oswald once hod 
lived. Maybe Oswald was canceling 
misleading data ie MC he was ar-
rested [22,173 and 26:5421.) He then 
apparently walked to the place where 
the encounter with policeman Tipp:: im-
mured. The physical evidence about the 
times involved indicates tl just might 
barely be possible for Oswald to have 
made this odyssey. 

THE TIENT ornate is puzzling. ft 
seems out of keeping  with Oswald'. 
calm, unflappable character, that he 
would have shot Tlpplt 00 'the spur of 
the moment. It seems odd that Tipple 
would have stopped a suspect- He wee 
unimaginative, and had shown rus reel 
initiative in all his years on the force, as 
evidenced by his failure to get a pro-
motion io thirteen years. It is hard to 
believe that, an the basis of a vastue 
description which must have fitted at 
least several thousand maim in Dallas !1̀ 
that day, Tippiz would have stopped 
Oswald far away tram the scene of 
the crime_ Few other suspects were 
stopped in ail al Dallas, although the 
city contained thousands of white 
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males aged thirty. 5 foot 9, weighing 

around 165 pounds (which description 

doesn't fa Oswald, who was twenty-four 

and weighed much less)- 

The legal evidence that Oswald shot 
Tippit is pretty bad. and a 	good de- 
fense lawyer might have prevented a 

conviction.' None of those present could 

offer any explanation for what happen-

ed. If Oswald did the shooting, as 

I ant inclined to believe, who could 

be the reason? If Tippit was suspicious 
of Oswald. Oswald had all sera of fake 

IA. I. Hidelll alernifiation on him to 

satisfy the uone-too-bright Tippit. If Os-
wald was trying to 4131p/1,11. shooting 

Tippit in broad daylight would hardly 

seem to be a way of accomplishing Our. 

I should Me to suggest on explana-
lien of the Tippit affair with reference 
to some of the above points. If Os-
wald's role was to become the prime 
suspect. ha did his job well. Within an 
hour he had become the principal per-

son sought by the police. independent 

of tlag7ippla taunter. If this was a con-

spiracy. and Oswald had his role qua 
suspect. hem was he to get away? The 

two assassins are rescued right minty. Os-

wald gots off on his own to his rooming 

house. Just then a police ear arrives. 

What better get-away than a police car. 

fake or real? f As it happens. the Report 

motions the fact that old Dallas police 

ears had beer, sold to private individu-

al,/ Oswald misses his ride. looks for it 

at the bus stop, and then starts up the 

street looking for it- Tippit zeroes along 
slowly. Oswald thinks It is his ride, 
and approaches the car. Tippit has 

had a :OnfrOillafien with second Os-
wald at the Dobbs House on Novem-
ber 20, moonier, hint and stops to 
g ve him a lecture an good behavior. 
A monumental misunderstanding then 

occurs, and Oswald suddenly fears Tip-
pit realizes what sus been going on. 

Heller. the shooting. 
Oswald then disappears for half an 

hour, and mysteriously reappears 
across the street from the Texas Thea-
tre_ ReCaing he didn't buy a ticket, he 

attracts attention and gets arrested, 

THE ONLY OTUEN. caucodt event in this 
early pow-assessinatioe penal was the 

finding of bullet No. 399. AS I have A-
rcady indicated, bullet No 399 was es-

valid in connecting Oswald's gun with 
the asaassinatioa. If a was never fired 

through a human body, then someone 
had w take it to Parkland Hospital 

and plant it. The descriptions of the 

chaos in the hospital indicate that al-

MOH anyone could have walked in and 
placed the bullet where it was found. 

One of the conspirators could have left 

bullet No. 399 an a bloody stretcher, 
trusting it was Kennedy's or Connally's. 

Bullet No. 399 would again lead to =R-
ing Oswald a suspect. The 'anew clues. 

the shells, the brown paper bag. Os-
auld's prints on the boom, the rifle, 

bullet No. 399. Oswald% absence (rain 

the Book Depository, would all lead to a 

'The only witness to the shooting itself 
was Mrs. Markham, whose testimony 
was strongly  doubted by some of the 
Commission lawyers. Many of those who 
identified Oswald as being on the scene 
had already seen pictures of him an the 
press or on television. The cartridge 
eases found at the scene carne from Os-
weld's pistol but could not be linked to 
the bullets in Tippiell body. There are 
contactual reports about what took 
place, as well as many other unsettled 
problems, 
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mammoth police search for Oswald, 

whit the others could vanish, The con-
flicting data. due to the two Oswald,, 

would confuse the search. Oswald pre-
sumably had tome get-away planned. 
so that he, ton, would disappear. Then, 
posubly, at Fidel Castro suggested in 
his analysis of November 29. 1963. all 

of Oswald'' fake Cuban activities would 
lead to cries that Oswald had fled to 

Cuba 126:433). 
The Tippit affair and the arrest in 

the movie theater are all that went 

awry. If I am right that the. Tippit 
affair was an accident, it also led to 
the arrest by getting a large group 
of palicemen into the area searching 
for Oswald. Only if he wanted to he 
arrested can I believe that the Tippit 
shooting was deliberate. It certainly 
would make it harder, if not impossi-

ble. for Oswald ever to get released 
from jail. 

If Oswald's role was to attract all 
suspicion. while not being an actual 
assassin, his behavior in prison cer-
tainly fits this. Marina claimed at one 

point that he wanted a page in history. If 

so, and if he had done it, he would have 

gained lasting fame and shame by pro-
claiming his achievements. Instead he 
calmly insisted on his innocence. and 
contended that as soon as be got hit 
lawyer it would be established. The 
police. the Fist, and the Secret Service 

were all amazed by bis sanrfrond and 

his continual protestations of innocence. 
Hit brother Robert tells us that Lee 
assured him of his innocence and told 
him not to believe the "so-called evi-

dence" it I tcatall. 
If the plot was Al I have suggested. 

Oswald played his role well. The po-
lice chased him and found him, and 
ignored all ocher clues. suspects. and 
porabnistes. The second Oswald data 
would probably have nude all eye-

witness evidence against Oswald use- 
less, f 	did go to the trouble 
of making mare that the tel knew 

:shout a second Oswald by calling on No-

vember _nth and telling them about 
the tag in the Irving Sports Shop.) 

Except for the Tippit episode, Oswald's 
subsequent arrest and lark Ruby's 
shooting, it might have been a perfect 
plot. Nobody could place Oswald at 
the scene MI the :rime. (What is Bren-
nan's poor tettlmony work, especially 
If there was a second Oswald?) The 
paper bag would have been worthless 
as a clue, especially if two bags were 

introduced. Oswald may well have 

waited in the lunchroom until Hater 

and Truly turned up, and then thought 

he had a solid alibi. The planted evi-

dence of a second Oswald'' movements 
would have raised reasonable doubts, 
by showing that another reconstruc-
tion of the :rune was and is possible. 

M Y NECoNsTRUCTION is. Of coarse. no 

more than a possibility, but unlike the 

Cammission theory, it fits much of the 

known data, and requires fewer mira-
cles or highly unlikely events. Since 
second Oswald was an excellent that 
my theory makes the skillful marks-

manship plausible. By having two 

emassins, this theory fits the testi-

mony of the majority of the observers 

that at least the first shot came from 
the knoll. The theory does not require 
the dismissal of all of the people who 
saw woad Oswald as mistaken. as 
matter how much corroboration they 
hare. The theory account, fur bullet 
No. 399 and its role, and it offers some 

explanation for the Tippit affair. 



The Commission has had to resort 

to extremes to make the one-assassio 

theory possible, and has had to select 

some of the weakest evidence and 

weakest witnesses In order to hold on 

to its conclusion. its time reconstruc-

boa really shows how improbribte it is 

that Oswald did it all. all by himself.. 

And the Commisaton Is left with all 

sorts of dis.-repancles: the absence of 

Oswatd's fingerprints on the gun sur-

face and the bullets; the absence of 

rifle emmunition: the unaccountable 

behavior of Oswald if he had done it, 

etc. 
The criticisms of Cook, Epstein, Sa-

Lmdria, and Weisberg leave the Com-

mission with the problem of defend-

ing just the hare possibility that their 

theory could hold up. The answers to 

Epstein that have appeared art simply 

concerned to show that the one-huller 

hypathesis is possible lit never was 

probable). and so far they haven't done 

a good job of it. If Kennedy waa shot 

in the back. and some replica to Ep-

stein tend to concede this point. then 

it seems unlikely that anything can re-

deem a one-aasassin theory. In this con-

nection, one point must be made clear: 

The Commission's Report made too at-

tempt to resolve the contradiction be-

tween the vat reports and the autopsy. 

The question whether the Pal reports 

were accurate can only he answered if 

the photographs of the autopsy and the 

X.rays are made available for examl-

nation by respoasible and independent 

observers, it rim by the public at large. 

Since the Commission's theory of a  

single assassin depends heavily on this 

point. the phenol and X-rays should he 

made available immediately. 

From the beginning a two-assassin 

theory was a more probable explana-

tion for ail of the strange events of 

that day. The evidence collected, how-

ever, left few traces of a second assas-

sin, but many problems in proving that 

Oswald was one of the killers or the 

only once. As I have argued, the prob-

lem can be overcome. by admitting a 

conspiracy theory suggested by the "evi-

dence" of the brown paper bag and 

bullet No. 399. But to establish the mace 

nature of a conspiracy would obviously 

require a lot more data than are avail-

able In the twenty-six volumes, since the 

Commission didn't look into this pos-

sibility. What I have outlined is a tenta-

tive version that seems to fit the data 

available at present. Further investiga-

tion may produce different explanations 

of some of the incidents I hove men-

tinned. Other and better hypotheses can 

probably be set forth If more informa-

tion becomes available. 

The political or economic nature of 

the conspiracy must he purely specula-

tive at this singe. We know too attach 

about Oswald (but sell! not enough to 

ascertain whet he was really up to), and 

nothing about the others. Perhaps, as 

someone has suggested to me, Oswald 

was a minor figure in the venture, and 

his proclivities in no way represent those 

of the group. Maybe Oswald met same 

far-right extremists when he went to 

hear General Walker on October 23. 

Maybe some right-wing Cubans involved 

him in a plot when he was in New 

Orleans. or maybe he got involved with 

some [elan plotters in New Orleans, 

Mexico City, or Dallas. 

WilArEvan INFORMATION might emerge 

from a renewed investigation, a med-

iae o the twenty-six volumes forces 

one to the conclusion that the COMMIS-

SIMS did a poor job: it served the 

American and the world public bad-

ly. feaLl4e.sers's constant charge that 

was ma esio 

lime, quite tarifrliVnin.ea".--T-Intil Epstein 

made_ 	one searched or so e 

possible explanation for the deficien-

cies of the Dallas police, the rim and 

the Commissinn. Epstein has at least 

explained the failings of the lost group. 

They did a nab job, a slap-dash one, 

defending a politically acceptable ex-

planation. 

The American Press, as well as oth-

ers in positions of responsibility, would 

not, and could not, dream of a con-

spiratorial explanation. to a world In 

which conspiracies are going on all of 

the time—in Mishima (the antiarust 

cases), in crime (the Mafia), in foreign 

alfairs (the cu)—it somehow was still 

not imaginable that two or more per-

sons could decide to assassinate the 

President of the United States.' 

Weissmann (the far-right- 

w
activi 

inger who put t 	the paper) 

show that a conspiracy to defame the 

President was going on in Dallas 

among a handful of rightists. Why was 

this possible, but not a eortspiracy by 

others to shoot him' The printer, Sur-

rey, refused to reveal who was conspiring 

to pass out leaflets denouncing the Presi-

dent. The information gathered shout 

this clearly indicated that some group 

was Involved, probably another far-

right one. 

If the answer is. So what? there 

are lots of conspiracies going on, but 

not in this particular case, then I 

would argue that a two-assassin theory 

makes the most (and maybe the only) 

sense. And so, in this case, if we are 

over to understand what happened, we 

have to consider seriously all of the in-

dications that there was a conspiracy 

In which second Oswald played a part. 

The assassination of Kennedy was a 

momentous event in our history. We 

cannot hide from it by clinging to a 

hope that one lonely, alienated nut did 

It all by himself, and that nobody else 

was involved. And we cannot hide from 

the fact that Wine of our most serious 

and well meaning citizens have catered 

to our childish needs for security. and 

have given us an inadequate and per-

haps grossly misleading explanation of 

the event, Many of us in this country 

are afraid to face reality, and pan of 

our reality is living with our history. 

Can we continue To live a lie about 

what happened in Dallas on November 

22, 1963. or has the time come to face 

what it means and what it involve for 

all of us? The public must cry out for 

a real examination and understanding of 

the events of that day. 
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John Saab, 

Ells Wiesel. who as a child was de-

ported to Auschwitz and survived only 

by a remote chance, has experienced 

In his own person the ravages of an 

coil 54.1 vile as SO he almost beyond 

comprehension; and he has courage. 

only set himself the task of compre-

hending It in literature. Wiesel has al-

ready written a documentary account 

of has experience in his abaltering short 

book Night (19511); now, in The Gofer 

of rite Forest, he works over the theme 

again, this time not only as a witaess 

and victim but In the spirit of a man 

trying to whin an Urgent philosophical 

problem: Having survived, how can we 

go on living in a world where such 

things happen? 
The Gates of the Forest has a plot 

22 

which would ha quite adequate to the 

needs of an ordinary novel of suspense 

nod tragedy, but lo fact its main con-

cern is to present a series of sym-

hobo episodes which are strung out 

along the narrative thread. All these 

episodes concern the question of hien- 

tity. It is as if the survivor, living on 

when so many have died, felt the need 

to live out in his owe person the un-

fulfilled lives of all his companions: 

felt, Indeed, the pressure of all the 

dead, demanding that he should realize 

their possibilities, live for them, act 

out their histories. Gregor, the Jewish 

adolescent who manages to slip out 

before the ghetto closes On him, and 

takes refuge in a cave in the forest, is 

beset at once with thy problem of Idea. 

My. Seeking sanctuary with an old 

family servant. he Is compelled to act 

the part of a deaf-mute under the eyes 

of the inquisitive villagers, who first 

accept him with pity but soon begin in 

use him as a confidant for their sins 

and troubles: since he can (apparent-

ly) neither hear what they say nor an-

swer hack, be Is the ideal scapegoat 

to lighten their burdens, and even the 

village priest pots Gregor hr the cora 

feasional box and confesses to him. 

This proms leads ultimately to a fren-

zied scene in which Gregor is chosen 

to play the part of Judas in a rail-

giou drama written by the village 

schoolmaster. The other actors, quickly 

pined by the audience, fall into a mass 

hysteria in which they suddenly see 

Gregor as Judas and go mad with 

rage. Ha Is saved from death only by 

the intervention of someone who hap-

pens to be outside the hysterical cir-

cle. Here we have a neat allegory of 

the history of the Jew in modem Eu-

rope; but that is only the beginning 

for Mr. Weisel is not content with any 

such simple objective, and Gregor is 

forced by [be pressure of his *sped-

earns to assume role after role, to act 

out the lives of his fellow Jews who 

have been killed or who will he killed 

later on. 
Thus, for instance, the Judas theme 

is repeated when Gregor falls in with 

the partisans, goes on an unsuccessful 

mission which results in the capture 

and death of Leib, their inuchadmired 

leader, and on his rennin, when the 

others not unnaturally question him 

about what happened, suddenly begin: 

to distort the facts so as to presen 

himself as a betrayer who willfully sac 

rificed the lender for some advent:sib 

of his own. Again he is saved fron 

death by the intervention of tomeou 

who does not fall under the spell. 
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